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This paper proves a necessary and sufficient condition for an arbitrary count- 
able family of sets to have an injective choice function. Some applications are 
indicated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A family F = (F(i) / i E I) is a function from an index set I into a set 
such that F(i) # o for all i E I. A choice function f with respect to the 
family F = (F(i) [ i E I) is a function from I into U {F(i) I i E I} such that 
f(i) E F(i) for every i E I. Let F be a function. Dmn F denotes the domain of 
F and mg F denotes the range of F. An element of F is called a member 
of F. Let F be a function and let .I C dmn F. Then F j’ J shall denote the 
restriction of F to J and F[J] shall denote rng F r J. 1 A I is the cardinality 
of the set A, w  the set of all natural numbers, and N, the cardinality of o. 
We shall use the letters F, G, H for families, I, J, K for index sets, and 
f, g, h for choice functions. n, m, I are natural numbers and 01, /? are 
ordinals. Let G C H. Then G is called a subfamily of H. 
Since there are families which have no injective choice function (i.c.f.), 
one may ask for necessary and sufficient conditions for a family to have 
an i.c.f. P. Hall [6] published a criterion for finite families. This result was 
extended to families with only finite members by M. Hall [5]. A criterion 
for families with at most one infinite member was given by Jung and 
Rado [lo]. Folkman [4] proved a criterion for families with at most 
finitely many infinite members. Brualdi and Scrimger [2] and Steffens [ 1 l] 
give further conditions for this class of families. The result of Brualdi 
and Scrimger was simplified by McCarthy [8]. At the conference on 
combinatorics at Oxford, Woodall [12] presented yet another criterion 
for families with at most finitely many infinite members. At the same 
meeting a necessary condition for arbitrary families was given by Nash- 
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Williams [9]. This condition was proved to be sufficient for countable 
families by Damerell and Milner [3]. In this paper we extend the result of 
[ 1 l] to countable families. Our condition is not sufficient for the existence 
of an i.c.f. of families with uncountably many infinite members (see [l 11). 
2. THE CRITERION 
IA(F) shall denote the set of all injective choice functions with respect 
to F. 
DEFINITION. A family F is said to be critical if IA(F) # @ and 
rngf = lJ rng F for every f E IA(F). (SF denotes the set of all critical 
subfamilies of F and kernel F denotes lJ (SF. 
0. LEMMA. Let G be critical and k E dmn G. Then {i E dmn G 1 
G(i) = G(k)} is ajinite set. 
Proof. Let f E IA(G). Assume that {i E dmn G 1 G(i) = G(k)} is an 
infinite set. Let (iJnEw be an injective function from w  into {i E dmn G j 
G(i) = G(k)}. Then 
h = (f\G , f&J) I n E 4) u {(in , f(k+d> I 12 E 4 
is an i.c.f. with respect to G and f(i,,) $ rng h, which contradicts the 
hypothesis that G is critical. 
1. LEMMA. Let 53 be an C-increasing chain of elements of 6, . Then 53 
has an upper bound G E QF . 
Proof. Let A be an C-increasing chain of elements of 6, . We define 
by transfinite recursion a strictly increasing sequence of elements of R 
Let K,, E A and let KB be defined for p < 01. If there is an element KE S 
such that V/3 < a K, ,C K, then let K, be such a set K, otherwise K, is 
undefined. Let c+, be the smallest ordinal such that Km, is undefined. Then 
we have: uBCar 
Let 
oKB = lJ A. It is enough to show that IA(uBCaO KB) # o. 
KB* = (K,(i)\ u (u rng K”) 1 i E dmn KB\ u dmn K”) 
0<8 ol<B 
for fl < 0~~. IA(K,*) # m and therefore there is a gs E IA(K,*) for 
B < 01~. Let g = bar0 go, then g E IA&, &I. 
The following lemma shows the connection between injective choice 
functions and critical families. 
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2. LEMMA. ZjZA(F) # 0, then n {rngf’ 1 f’ E Z&F)) = U rng kernel F. 
Proof. Since lJ rng kernel F _C n {rngf’ 1 f’ E IA(F)}, it is enough to 
show that n {rngf’ / f’ E IA(F)} C lJ rng kernel F. Let x E n {rngf’ / 
f’ E IA(F)}, f~ IA(F) and f(i) = x. We define by recursion over n E w  
sets S, , J, . Let S, = {x}, J,, = f-‘[S,], Sn+r = UF[Jn] and J = 
U {Jn I n E 01. 
Claim 1. f[J] = IJ F[J]. 
It is enough to prove that f [J,,] = S, for 1 < n. The inclusionf [J,] C S, 
follows by definition. Let u E S,, = lJ FIJn-l]. If there is a j E dmn F such 
thatf(j) = a, thenj E J, . Therefore a E~[J~]. Otherwise for allj E dmn F, 
f(j) # a. Then there exist distinct elements i,, ,..., il, such that i0 = i, 
a E F(Q and f(&) E F(i,-,) whenever 1 < I < k. Let 
Then h E IA(F) and x 4 rng h, which contradicts the hypothesis that 
x E rngf’ for every f’ E IA(F). 
Claim 2. F r J is critical. 
Let G = F r J. By induction over IZ we show for every g E IA(G) that 
S, C rng g. (1) 
Let n = 0 and suppose that there is a g E IA(G) such that x $ rng g. Let 
h = (f\fr J) u g. Then h E Z&F) by Claim 1 and x # rng h, which 
contradicts the hypothesis that x E rngf’ for everyf’ E IA(F). Now suppose 
that (1) holds for n and let us assume that there is a g E IA(G) and a 
y E lJ F[J,] = S,,,, such that y # rng g. By Claim 1 there exists a sequence 
(jlc)kEw such that f(j,) = y and f(jh+l) = g(j,) for k E w. 
Case 1. There is a k E o such thatf(j,) E S, . Let g’ = ( g\{(j, , g(j,)) 1 
0 d I < k}) u {(j, , f(j,)) I 0 d I < k}. Then g’ E IA(G), f(j,) E S, and 
f(j,) $ rng g’. This contradicts the induction hypothesis. 
Case 2. For all k E w  we have f(j,) 4 S,, . Since y E lJ F[Jn], there 
exist distinct elements j-, ,..., j-, such that j-, = i, f(j,+,) E F(j$) for 
-m < s < 0 andf(j8) ES,, for -m < s < 0. Let h = (f\{(j, ,f(j,)) j 
-m < k}) u {(j, ,f(j,+,)) 1 -m < k}. Since h’ = h r {j, I -m < s < 0} 
and h” = h P {j, 1 0 < k> are injective and rng h’ n rng h” = IZ (Case 2) 
the function h is injective. But x $ rng h. This is a contradiction to the 
assumption. 
By Claim 2, F r J C kernel F and therefore x E lJ F[Jl c U rng kernel F. 
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DEFINITION. A family Fis called a K-family if there is no pair i, G that G 
is a critical subfamily of F, i E dmn F\dmn G and F(i) C u rng G. 
3. LEMMA. If kernel F = 0, then F is a K-family. 
DEFINITION. Let G CF. Then FG = (F(i)\u rng G 1 F(i) $ U rng G and 
i E dmn F). 
4. LEMMA. Let F be a family and G C F a maximal critical subfamily. 
Then kernel FG = % and therefore FG is a K-family. 
5. LEMMA. Let F be a K-family and G a critical subfamily of F, then 
dmn Fo = dmn F\dmn G. 
DEFINITION. Let j E dmn F and a E F(j). Then 
F(j, a) = (F(i)\(a) I i E dmn F\(j)). 
6. LEMMA. Zf kernel F = o, ifj E dmn F and if a E F(j), then F(j, a) 
is a K-family. 
Proof. Since kernel F = %, we infer for every i E dmn F\(j) that 
F(j, u)(i) #= m. Therefore F(j, a) is a family. Suppose that F(j, a) 
is not a K-family. Then there exists a critical G C F(j, a) and an 
i E dmn F(j, a)\dmn G such that (*) F(j, a)(i) C U rng G. Let H = 
F I‘ dmn G u {i}. 
Claim. IA(H) # 0. 
ZA(H P dmn G) # % since IA(G) # m. Suppose that 
F(i) C n (rng f I f E IA(H r dmn G)}. 
Since fl {rng f 1 f E IA(H r dmn G)} = u rng kernel H r dmn G (Lemma 2), 
F has a nonempty critical subfamily, which contradicts the hypothesis that 
kernel F = % . Therefore F(i) g n {rng f 1 f E ZA(H r dmn G)>. This proves 
the claim. 
Therefore, by Lemma 2, n {rng f 1 f E IA(H)) = u rng kernel H, which 
is empty since F has no nonempty critical subfamily. Therefore 
a $ n {rng f 1 f E IA(H)}, contradicting (*). 
7. THEOREM. Let F = (F(n) I n E w) be a countable family. Then 
IA(F) f % if and only ifF is a K-family. 
Proof. The direction “j” is trivial. So let F be a K-family. By 
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recursion over 1 < k < w  we define sequences (FL& with kernel F1 = i;r 
for Z < k (G&k, Gz)z+~<, and (4z+l<L as follows: Let G, be a maximal 
critical subfamily of F (one exists by Lemma 1) and F” = FG, . Let Fz be 
defined. If Fz = ia, let k = I + 1. If Fz f a, let il be the smallest 
natural number IZ with n E dmn Fz and a, E Fl(i,). Let H2 = F”(il , al). 
Hz is a K-family by Lemma 6. Let G1+, a maximal critical subfamily of Hz 
and Fz+l = Hz cl+t . Then, by Lemma 4, kernel Fz+l = C. By Lemma 5 
dmn Fzfl = dmn Hz\dmn GI+, . Let g, E IA for I < k. Then 
U{gt II <klu{G I, al) 1 I + 1 < k} is an i.c.f. with respect to F. 
Remark. Theorem 7 can be extended to famiiies with at most countably 
many infinite members. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
DEFINITION. Let G _C F. G is said to be maximal representable, iff 
IA(G) f izr and IA(H) = 0 whenever G $ H C F. 
8. THEOREM. Let F be a countable famiZy and G C F a maximal critical 
subfamizy of F. Then F 1 (dmn G v dmn FG) is a maximal representable 
subfamity of F. 
Proof. Fo is a K-family by Lemma 4. Therefore IA # m by 
Theorem 7. By definition of Fo we have IA(F 1 (dmn G u dmn Fo)) # ,D. 
Let i E dmn F\(dmn G u dmn Fo). Then F(i) C u rng G and therefore 
IA(F r (dmn G u dmn Fc u {i})) = o. Thus we have proved that 
F r (dmn G u dmn Fo) is maximal representable in F. 
By Lemma 1 and Theorem 8 we get: 
9. COROLLARY. If F is a countable family, then F has a maximal 
representable subfamily. 
Remark. This Corollary shows that every countable family possesses a 
maximal representable subfamily. One may aks: Can every subfamily H 
of a countable family F with IA(H) # o be extended to a maximal 
representable subfamily ? The answer is no. Let 
F = {(2n, {n>) / n E w} u ((2n + 1, w) I n E w} 
and H = ((2n + 1, W) I n E w>. Then H cannot be extended to a maximal 
representable subfamily of F, since we have for every H’ I H: IA # o 
iff {n / (2n, {n}) 4 H’} is infinite. 
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Brualdi [l] proved the following theorem (a generalization of a result 
of D. K&rig). 
THEOREM. Let G be a bipartite graph with edge set E C X x Y. Assume 
there is a set P C X such that there is a matching in G meeting X in P but no 
matching meets X in a set properly containing P. Let F be a matching 
meeting X in P. Then there is a covering of G consisting of exactly one node 
of each edge of F. 
By Corollary 9 we know that every bipartite graph with 1 XI = K, 
has such a maximal set P. 
Brualdi and Scrimger [2] have shown: 
THEOREM. Let E and S be arbitrary sets and i a relation between E and S. 
Let 8 be the set consisting of all subsets of E which meet a matching with 
respect to i. Let 3 be the set consisting of all subsets X of S such that there 
is a matching with respect to i which meets E in a maximal member of 6 
and meets S in a subset of S\X. Then (E, 6) is an exchange system, and, tf6 
has at least one maximal member, then (S, 3) is also an exchange system. 
Corollary 9 proves that (S, 3) is an exchange system, if 1 E 1 = N, . 
The “Sitzenbleiberproblem” is the following question: Let F be a family 
and let K = sup{[(u rng F)\rng f I If E IA(F)}. Is there an i.c.f. g of F 
such that I(u rng F)\rng g 1 = K ? Ziegler has shown that for families with 
only finite members and K = N, such an i.c.f. exists. Subsequently 
Kaluza [7] gave a positive answer for countable families. Recently 
Ziegler [13] has proved that such an i.c.f. g exists always. We shall reprove 
the result of Kaluza, using Theorem 7. 
10. THEOREM (Th. Kaluza). Let F be a countable family, such that for 
every n E w there is an i.c.f. f with I(lJ rng F)\rng f I 3 n. Then there exists 
an i.c.f g such that I(U rng F)\rng g 1 > X, . 
Proof. Let A4 = U rng F and J be a set such that J n dmn F = o and 
~J~=:K,.L&F*=FU{(~,M)~~EJ}.I~ZA(F*)# @,thenwehave 
proved the Theorem. By Theorem 7 it is enough to show that F* is a 
K-family. Let G _C F* be a nonempty critical subfamily of F*. 
Claim. G _C F. 
LetJ’=JndmnG.ByLemmaO,IJ’I <N,.SupposeO<IJ’I =k. 
By hypothesis there is an i.c.f. f such that I(U rng F)\mg f I 2 k + 1. Then 
there is a g E ZA(G P J’) such that rng f r (dmn G\J) n rng g = o. Let 
h = f r (dmn G\J) u g. Then h E IA(G) and rng h $ lJ rng G, which 
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contradicts the hypothesis that G is critical. Therefore J’ is empty. This 
proves the claim. 
To prove that F* is a K-family let i E dmn F*\dmn G. If i E dmn F, then 
F(i) g u rng G by Theorem 7. So let i E J. By hypothesis there exists 
f E IA(F) such that u rng F\rngf # ~3. Let a E u rng F\rngf. Then 
a E F(i) and a 4 U rng G. Therefore F* is a K-family. 
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